a bifunctor defined on a fibred product (£j£, 39, PAP} of a multiplicative fibred category (£, 33, P). As is usually the case, the EilenbergZilber theorem plays a crucial role in defining products. In view of the fact that a cotriple (co)homology is a derived functor it can be shown that the theorem is essentially a comparison theorem in relative homological algebra.
The notions of a cotriple on a fibred category and of induced fibred categories are introduced in the first two sections. In section 3, a category of fibred functors is discussed in order to generalize some of our previous results [6] , to the case of fibred categories. The EilenbergZilber theorem is considered in section 4. In section 5 an external product is introduced by using the previous sections. The last section is concerned with products in derived functors; Cotorsion, Coextension as well as Torsion and Extension.
Cotriple on a Fibred Category
Let P: £-»3S be a covariant functor of a category £ onto a category 33. By the fibre £ 5 over B in 33 we mean a subcategory of £ consisting of objects X in £ such that P(X^)=B and of morphisms / in £ such that P(/) =ln. The inclusion functor of £* into £ is denoted by J B : X*->X. fibred category (X, S3, P) of push out type, which is called the opposite fibred category of (X, S3, P). This observation shows that the opposite fibred category is of push out type (of pull back type), if a given fibred category is of pull back type (of push out type). Henceforth all fibred categories will be considered to be of pull back type, unless otherwise stated, because the reader can formulate the corresponding definitions, propositions, and theorems for those of push out type by passing to the opposite fibred category. 
Comparing (1) with (2), we obtain by the uniqueness of a component of the morphism Therefore, the proof is completed. Definition 1.4. By a cotriple fG, e, J) on a fibred category (X, 33, P) we mean a cotriple (G, e, A) on the category X such that a pair of functors (G, /JB) with the identity functor /ss, is a functor t of the fibred category into itself, satisfying the conditions for each object X in £.
Given a cotriple (G, e, J) on a fibred category (£, SB, P) of pull back type. Considering the opposite fibred category (£, 33, P) of push out type and defining for each object X in X and a morphism / in 3E, we have a functor (G, xs / &) of the opposite fibred category such that (G, g, J) forms a triple on 3J satisfying 7 for each object X in 5.
For the sake of completeness we give then the commutativities of (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) so that the commutativity of (6) is proved.
From the commutativity of (7), e*(G^*(JrO))°?aOX"') =e fl (a*G^(-X' / )) oGadfcCX")) and from A(^(^0)°eBGB(^JfO)=l G BC^(-yO), we obtain the desired commutativity. Since the properties for a cotriple (G, e, J)are readily proved, the proof of the theorem has been completed. Before we close the present section, let us consider an example of a triple of a fibred category, which will be used in later sections.
Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring K with unity and let /jt: A&)A-^A and p: K->A be the multiplication and the identity respectively. By a . 
Fibred Product
Proposition 2.1 Given a fibred category (3E, S3, P) and a functor d: S3-»S3. Consider a subcategory 6' 1 (X) of the product category X x 3$ consisting of objects (X, 5) in Xx« with the property P(JQ =0 (5) and of morphisms (/, s) in XxS3 with P(/)=0(s). Defining P: fl^CX)-^ by P(X,B)=B, P(/,aO=zE, and F: 0~1(X)->X by F(JT, 5) = Jf, F(/,«)=/, the triple (0~1(X),S, P) forms a fibred category such that (F,0): (0~1(X), IB, P)->(3E, 85, P) is a fibred functor. induced by A and the product fibred category (Xx3), SSx33, PxQ), is called the fibred product of (X, S3, P) and (2), S3, Q), and is denoted by (?<J3), S3, P4Q) where the product fibred category is defined in the obvious manner.
Proof. For composable morphisms (
It is easy to see that the fibred product (XjZ), S3, PAQ} is a fibred category consisting of a subcategory XJ3) of Xx2) whose objects are for each morphism /: X-*X' in 3r.
Proposition 3.3. Let (£, S3, P) be a fibred category and let (2), 21, Q) be an additive fibred category with kernels. Consider the category 2^= (8,31,0) (*,»,/>) of fibred functors (/, 0) from (r,S3,P) into (2), 21, 0) with 6\ S3->2I fixed and of fibred natural transformations as morphisms. Then £? 0 is pointed, has kernels, has biproducts, and for morphisms A, p. in £?0, ^ + ^ is defined such that composition is distributive. 
/£"(/) = G ffW (K(X'»oK(fy, then k(X^oK(f) = S(f)ok(X) because of the commutativity of the diagram (2). It is straight forward to verify that k: K-*S is the kernel of

together with morphisms p(S(X)*) : and c(T(X» : T(^T)->5(X) + T(Z) satisfying the usual conditions. Defining (5+ T)(Jf) =S(JT) + T(JT) for each object ^ in X and (5+ T)(/) -<T(ZO)°T(/)o^(T(Z)) + r(5(ZO)o5(/)o^(5(Z)) for each morphism /: X-^' in K, it can be
shown that S+T is the biproduct with morphisms c s : S->5+ T, <r r :
T->S+ T, ^? s : S+ T-+S and ^r: S+ T->T defined by « S (Z)=KS(-X")), r r (A r )=r(r(JT)) > /> S CSO=J>(S(D), and p T (X)=p(T(X».
It is obvious that addition of morphisms ^, /^: 5->Tis defined by (^A + jui){X) = A(X^) -JT JUL(X^) for each JT in K so that composition is distributive.
Hence the proof is completed. is the kernel of ^(G(-3T)) for each object JY" in 3E, G(k)=kG is the kernel of GO) by definition. Hence G is kernel preserving.
In the rest of the present section we shall use some of the results of our previous paper [6] . Let ®=(,T,S3, P)(*,^) be the category of fibred functors of the form(S,lsB) and let £F 3 =(X,S, J P)(3Ex3,»x»,pxp). Then ® and £F S are pointed, have kernels and biproducts, if the tensored fibred category (3E, S3, P) has kernels. T 2 , Si, 5 2 and morphisms /I, /*, y in ®. Let us see this quickly. For each object (X, X') in £x36, ((7^+ T 2 )(g)5)(Z, X 7 ) =®o(r!+ T 2 ), Given a cotriple (F, 77, p) on the tensored category (X, SB, P) with kernels. From Proposition 3.4 and from the observation made above, the cotriple induces a cotriple (F, ?7, p) on (8, and a cotriple ((F, F), (?,?), (P,P)) on (KxX,33xS3, PxP) so that a cotriple ((F^P), (^), (p, p)) on ffg. (F, F), (17,17), (P, P) will be denoted by G, s, and A respectively. From Proposition 3.5, F^cSX©)) and G^GS^s)) are projective classes in © and ffg respectively, where <?" ( ) denotes the appropriate class of all split exact sequences. 
5, Product
Let (S, SB, P) be a fibred category on which a cotriple (G, e, J) is defined, and let (3), 21, Q) be a tensored fibred category with kernels where ® : 2) x 2) ->2) and ( §) : §1 X 2I->3I are the multiplication functors. If (T, 0): (#, S3, P)-> 03,31, Q) is a covariant (contravariant) functor, then the cotriple induces a cotriple (G, e, J) on the category 3 9 =(3), §1, Q)(£,SB, P) and a cotriple ((G7G), (e70, (4^)) on the category 2^(0,60=02), SI> P)(3Ex3E,ffix»,pxp). Let us denote the standard semisimplicial complex associated with (G, e, A) by Since /« is a natural transformation, we have a commutative diagram Then we have a triple (F 2 ,f 2 ,<y 2 ) on the fibred category (*2Jl, 21, P). Similarly, we define (3JI*, 21, P) of right ^-comodules for any A in 21 and a triple (Fi,fi,oh) on the tensored fibred category (9J£*, 21, P). Let A be defined by the twisting isomorphism and let T: W^A^W,-^Ab be given by T ((M,A), (A,N) where r t , r 2 are twisting isomorphisms and 0= + 6.3 Extensiono Let ( # 5K, 21, Q) be the tensored fibred category defined in 6.1 and let (G^ei, Ji) be the cotriple defined on (#211,21, Q). /*! is the twisting isomorphism ; ^: G 1 o(g)->®(G 1 , GO. Let (*2Jl, /\ 21, P) be the tensored fibred category of push out type defined in section 1 and (F, c, CD) is the triple given there. Let (G 2 ,e 2 ,4>) be the cotriple (£?,<») on the fibred category (*5K, 21, P) and let 2 2 Therefore, by considering complementary classes, [2] , we obtain the wedge product of Ext.
Coextension.
For the definition and properties of Coextension see [1] . It is also shown there that a Yoneda product exists for
Coext and this product induces an algebra structure on Coext. In this paragraph we consider all Jf-coalgebras to be projective of finite type.
Let (*9K, 91, P) be the tensored fibred category of push out type 
